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Today, we are in a digital era where we witness digitalization 
of products and services touching every aspect of our life. 
No service or industry and no process including the 
acquisition of authentic software is aloof from this trend. 

Management of the software stock and ensuring customers’ 
trust by providing genuine software are significant business 
drivers for the growth of an IT reseller in today’s competitive 
world. The traditional method of using the physical supply 
chain to fulfil orders can be time-consuming for a reseller.
The physical supply chain comes with many problems 
including the delivery time which is a minimum of 
twenty-four hours and three days on an average. Aging 
inventory and stock rotation also add to the costs. Moreover, 
as a reseller you need to pay for the freight charges and bear 
the product returns while the number of returns are high.

Now compare this method with the new method of digital 
supply — wherein the activation codes for products are 
purchased digitally and are delivered and activated in real 
time for your customers at the time of sale. The end user 
inputs these codes into their device to download the product 
securely, thereby resulting in a smooth transaction for you 
and hassle-free delivery for your customers.  

Undoubtedly, digital supply is pivotal to the digitalization of 
software delivery wherein both resellers and consumers 
benefit from the purchase. Microsoft understands this need 
and has enabled Electronic Software Delivery (ESD) for its 
customers through the reseller ecosystem. 

There is no difference between the License Use Rights for the same product bought as a Full Packaged 
Product (FPP) or through Electronic Software Distribution (ESD). The only difference is in the way they are 
delivered: FPP uses a physical box versus a digital download through ESD.

Digital distribution can be done via in-store and online. 
Online, the distributor receives the order from the reseller, 
downloads the digital key from Microsoft, and sends it 
back to the reseller. It’s done automatically, in an instant, 
and delivered securely via the internet. There are two ways 
to send the key: 

Option one
Upload the key to your 
reseller’s digital locker.

Option two
Automatically email the 
key to resellers when 
the request is received.

Is there any difference between ESD and FPP licenses? 

Quick fact

Fast, easy, and secure
with Electronic Software 
Distribution (ESD)

Electronic Software Distribution (ESD) is the secure 
delivery of a product key directly to consumers and small 
businesses via retailers and resellers. Electronic Software 
Distribution enables an instant download of Office and 
Windows, delivering the product key directly to customers 
in a secure manner. 
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For resellers into 
small business, 
ESD offers:

Promotion of business 
loyalty

Renewal offers and upsell 
opportunities

100% product availability 

Shorter SLA = Happy 
business

Multilingual
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Resellers into small business find that ESD drives better business loyalty, 
efficiency, and profitability. Today, 15K resellers in the SMB space have already 
migrated to selling Office ESD into the small business space worldwide. 

• Secure digital delivery of  
 licensed product pin, key, token,  
 content or bits

• Product or Key is live or usable  
 when delivered

Leverage broad line distribution to 
activate and enable the breadth 
retail and reseller channels to take 
advantage of digital for all 
Microsoft products where available 

Features Experience Strategy

• Attach and up-sell

• Increased portfolio

• Renewal opportunities

Growth potential Cost savings

Agility

Top reasons for resellers to opt for ESD

The productivity tools your SMB customers need to run 
their business

For small businesses who want classic Office apps and email installed on one PC or Mac 
for use at home or work.

Get the classic versions of Office apps

Office 2019 Excel enriches your presentations with better scaling, new charts types, and more elements designed to identify 
insights, trends, and opportunities to leverage your data. 

Office 2019 Excel

Office 2019 Outlook offers exciting new intelligent features to help achieve more including, highlighting key contacts by 
adding the @ symbol by their name in the content of an email or calendar item while the focused inbox helps prioritize most 
important emails.

Office 2019 Outlook

With PowerPoint Zoom storytelling reaches a whole new level, introducing non-linear narratives using interactive summary 
slides. Zoom gives greater flexibility to maintain narrative without exiting the presentation mode.

PowerPoint Zoom

What’s included
Apps

Word Excel OutlookPowerPoint

• Email or online ads drive  
 customer demand

• Customer can instantly
 download or activate software  
 after purchase (24x7)

• No inventory

• Reduced cost to add new  
 products to portfolio

• Stay current with consumer trends – flexible – buy anywhere, anytime

• Improve ability to compete in a changing market

• Products are available instantly

What differentiates ESD?
With Electronic Software Distribution (ESD), your customers enjoy the benefits of 24x7 product availability, fast delivery enabled 
through immediate download of the software and no physical media.
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• Email or online ads drive  
 customer demand

• Customer can instantly
 download or activate software  
 after purchase (24x7)

• No inventory

• Reduced cost to add new  
 products to portfolio

Switching from a physical supply chain to ESD 
brings in a host of benefits for you as a reseller. 
Due to license key security, ESD email is only 
sent to the end user by default. The key 
benefits to ESD include no courier, so no 
waiting. The key is stored in a digital locker, so 
one can never lose it. 

Benefits of 
Electronic Software 
Distribution (ESD) 

Microsoft makes it easy for distributors to offer 
ESD to reseller partners. 

How does ESD work? 

Reseller purchases Office 
activation codes from distributor
Resellers can easily purchase keys on behalf of 
the customer, directly from the distributor. 
Keys can be sent directly to the customer, or 
passed through the reseller.  

Lower transactional costs
Eliminate labor and shipping costs 
per transaction while also limiting 
physical inventory management 

through digital distribution.

Instant, secure delivery
ESD is the best option to 
provide customers with 

immediate and secure delivery 
through digital distribution.

Reduce your carrying costs, or 
risk of theft, and eliminate 
dependency on physical 

supply chain logistics.

No inventory

Targeted marketing
Create targeted digital marketing 

(CRM) for additional sales 
opportunities.

Risk-free SKU assortment 
including premium products

Increased assortment options with 
digital can drive additional sales.

ESD creates a digital footprint 
and with this comes traceability.

Green fulfilment and 
traceability
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Buying licenses through a trusted source is highly recommended to help make sure the products you purchase are genuine. 
When purchasing software through ESD, the product key is sent directly to the registered email address along with instructions to 
go to a secured site to start the guided installation process. The product key purchased through ESD will be sent digitally once 
the purchase is complete. Microsoft trusts its local distributors and resellers to only sell genuine product licenses.

Genuine, secured, and unique

Windows and Office product opportunities with ESD 

Modernize Office and 
Windows devices
Get your customers on the most 
up-to-date perpetual Office 
version so they can enjoy the latest 
productivity features.

Consumers’ access to software and 
content with no physical media

Digital Code (5x5) provided at 
time of purchase
End-customers receive purchased 
content via direct download

Solutions for online shopping via 
resellers integrated system 

Increase Office 
attach rates
Leverage tools and resources to 
attach Office sales to Windows
device sales.

Convert counterfeit 
to Genuine
Improve security and reliability by  
getting customers to purchase  
genuine licenses.

Leverage digital distribution to deliver a great 
consumer experience

Shakila Raman - shakila.raman@redington.co.in

+91-7305179032

The products available via ESD include Windows FPP, Office 2019, and Microsoft 365 Business Standard FPP. 
In India, ESD products are available through the Microsoft authorized distributor — Redington India. 


